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WISCONSIN RESEARCH AND,DEVEL6PMENT
CENTER FOR COGNITIVE LEARNING

MISSION

The mission of the Wisconsin Research dnd Development Center
for Cognitive Learning idoto help learners develop as rapidly
and effectively as possible their potential as human beings
and as contributing members of society. The R&D Center is

striving to fulfill this goal by

conducting research to discover more about
how children learn,

.
developing improved instructional strategies,
processes and materials for school administrators,

teachers, and children, and

offering assistance to educators and citizens
,which will help transfer the outcomes of research
and development into practice

PROGRAM

The activities of the Wisconsin R&D Center are organized
around one unifying theme, Individually Guided Education.

FUNDING

The Wisconsin R&D Center is supported with funds from the
National Institute of Education; the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education; and the University

of Wisconsin.
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ABSTRACT

C011ege students gave frequency ratings for 'concrete and abstract
words which Were equated on normative frequency. The results replicated
the finding of Galbraith and Underwood (1973) that abstract words are
perceived to be higher in frequency than concrete words. Different
subjects then learned verbal discrimination lists consisting of both
abstract and concrete pairs. While the usual concreteness effect was
obtained when abstract and concrete items differed widely on phenomenal ,

frequency, it disappeared when these items were equated on perceived
frequency. The finding that appropriate frequency manipulations can,
eliminate the concreteneSs/imageryieffect, coupled with similar findings
for other stimulus characteristics, lend strong support to the frequency
theory of discrimination learning.
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.INTRODUCTION

IT

A consistent finding reported in the verbal - Learning literature
is that concrete (or high imagery) words are easier to learn than
abstract (or low imagery)Words in a wide. varietY,of tasks; including
verbal discrimination learning (e.g., Paivio & Rowe, 1970; Rowe

v Paivio, 1971b; Rowe & Paivio, 1972; Ullrich & Balogh, 1972). How-
ever, a recent finding.(Galbraith & Underwood,, 1973) has made the
concrete-abstract difference difficult to interpret. Galbraith and
Underwood demonstrated-that abstract words were perceived by subjects
to be higher iR frequency than were concrete words, even though the
objective frequencies (according to the Tfiorndike & Large, 1944, or
the Kucera & Franc,is, 1967, norms) of the two types of items were the
same. Thus, the general experimental procedure ,of equating wOrds-On,
normative frequency when manipulating concreteness or imagery does not(
necessarily match the words on phenomenal background frequency.
Galbraith and Underwood 41973) have suggested several explanations for
this phenomenon.

One line of reasoning holds that the available norms (especially
the older l'horndike-Lorge count) may not accurately reflect the experi-
enced word=frequehcy of.contemporary college students. That is, it is
possible thA present day college students may have been exposed far
more frequently to abstract words than to concrete words as'is reflected
in the norms. HoweVer, anotOer pOssibility raised by Galbraith and
Underwood, is that subjects overestimate the frequency of abstract words
because of a correlated property (e.g., contextual variety) of abstract
words. (In this paper, the term-"phenomenal background frequency" refers
only to the d'erations used to obtain. this frequency measure, and is
neutral with respect to why abstract and concrete words differ on it when
equated on available objective measures of frequency.) . -*

The confounding of phenomenal frequency with the,concreteness
able is especially serious in the case of the verbal discrimination
task, since the tenets of the major theory of verbal discrimination ,

learning (Ekstrand, Wallace,o& Underwood, 1966) lead to the prediction
that pre-experimental frequency of items should be inversely related to
ease of learning in this task. Moreover, this prediction (given proper
controls) has been Upheld in our own recent experiments (ohatala, Levin,
& Makoid, 1975, Experiments 1 & 2). Thrrefore, it is quite conceivable
that the concreteness (imagery) effeCt in verbal discrimination tasks
may be due to pre-existing frequency differences rather than to differ-
ences in concreteness or imagery per se. The experiments reported here
address this problem.



. In the first experiment, we obtained phenomenal frequency values
for'abstract and concrete words which were also widely separated on
imagery but which were matched on Thorndike-Lorge freqliency and mean-
ingfulness. In this regard, no syAtematic attempt was made by Galbraith
and Underwood to ensure that their concrete and abstract words were also
separated on imagery. However, since these dimensions are highly Cor-
related (cf., Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968) it is reasonable to assume
that their stimuli differed in imagery as well-as concreteness. Nor did
Galbraith and Underwood equate their concrete and abstract, words on
meaningfulness. As will be shown, however, even with our added control
of item attributes; the abstract (low imagery) words were rated higher in
perceived frequency on the average than were the concrete (hig imagery)
words, thereby replicating Galbraith and Underwood. The ratings obtained
in Experimerit 1. were then used in Experiment 2 to separate the effects of

- --phenomenal frequency and concreteness/imagery in verbal discrimination
learning.
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EXPERIMENT 1

METHOD

Subjects
[

1

The subjects were 40 college, students enrolled in'an introductory
psychology course at Weber State College.

Materials

Fifty-three concrete and fifty-hree abstract nouns were selected
from the Paivio et al. (1968) norms. The average concreteness rating
for the concrete words was 6.72,14ith a range of 5.75 tge41.00. The

abstract words averaged 2.55 on the seven-point poncreteness scale,
. with a range of 1.48 to 3473. The two item-.-types were also widely
separated on the imagery attribute: mean imagery rating for the con-
crete words was 6.2.7, with a range of 5.63 to 6.77; mean imagery value'
for the abstract words was 3.32; with a range' of.2.13 to 4.00.

To achieveequal Thorndike-Lorge frequencies for the two sets of
words, pairs of abstract and concrete wordsw4re selected so .hat the

- /words in each pair were equal or very near equal in`frequency.
order to obtain a large number of such matched pairs ,,.a wide range of
frequency levels had to be sampled.. Thus, the concretes words ranged
from 1 to 199 Occurrences pet million, with ark average of 36.83. The
frequencies of the abstract words ranged from 1 to 201 occurrences per
million, with an average of 36.46. Finally, the average meaningfulness
value for the concrete words was 5.87, with a range of 4.75 to 6.44.
For the abstract words the average meaningfulness value was 5.65, with
a range of 4.92 to 6.60.

Procedure

The 106 words' were randomly ordered in a two-page booklet, three
columns per page. each student in the class individually rated the words
for background frequency along a five-point. scale. To the right of each
word was a short line for the subject to recordra number indicating his
judgment of frequency. The instructions read by the experimenter. informed
the subjects that words differed widely in their frequency of use in printed

3
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and oral discourse and that their task was to rate each word on the five-
, point scale according to how frequently they -thought they encountered the
.-word. The cover sheet contained verbal descriptions of the five points '

of the frequency scale as. follows: 1 (hardly ever encounter the word),
2'( sometimes but not often)., 3 (medium often), 4 (fairly often), 5 (very

often). The numbers and desCriptions also appeared at the top of both
pages containing the words. The four anchor words used by Galbraith and
Underwpod (1973) wefe given on the cover sheet along with scale values:
water-5, figment-1, belfry-1, thought -S. Subjects were instructed that
the words varied in frequency and-that they were to use all five points
on the scale,-but there was no requirement to use each point equally
'often. Half of the subjeAs received the words in one randomly determined
order while the other ha/1f received the reverse of this order. The test
was unpaced.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average of the scale values assigned by the 40 Subjects was cal-
culated for each of the 106 items. After Galbraith and Underwood (1973),
these mean values were gkouped according to.half-unit scaletsteps and the
number -of abstract and concrete items in each group were counted. Figure 1
shows that .the distributions of abstract and concrete items over the scale
are quite different. The overall mean value for the 53 abstract words was
3.18, and for the concrete words, 2.54. When analyzed across subjects,
- these mean values differed significantly: F, (1,39) = 117.43, E < .001. Of
the 40 subjects, only 2 gave a higher mean to the concrete than to the
abstract words.

These results are in complete accord'with those obtained^by Galbraith
and Underwood (1973, Experiment .3). At the same time, our findings extend
those of Galbraith and Underwood, since the present samples df abstract-
and concrete wards were also systematically separated_on imagery and equated
on meaningfulness.

Thus, for whatever reason, abstract-flow imagery) words are perceived
to be higher in background frequency than concrete (high imagery) words"
even though the two -sets of words are of equal. frequency in the Thorndike
and Large tables. Since, as mentioned earlier, there is evidence that
baCkground frequency is an important variable in verbal discrimination
learning, an obvious hypothesis is that this variable is responsible tor
the concreteness/imagery effect found,in the task. Experiment 2 prpvides
a straightforward test of this hypothesis.
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EXPERIMENT 2
is

t

The design of, this experiment is similar to that employed by Levin,
Ghatala, and Wilder (1974) to explore apparent frequency differences
between pictures and words. The logic is quite simple. If phenomenal
background frequency underlies the concreteness/imagery effect in verbal
discrimination learning, 'then equating concrete (high imagery) words and
abstract (low imagery) words on phenomenal frequency should eliminate
(or at least reduce) the usual difference favoring.the former'type of
items. In contrast, Wlien abstract and concrete words are allowed to vary
on phenomenal frequency the usual concreteness/imagery effect should be
obtained.

a

METHOD

Materials

O

.Using the .mean scale values obtained in Experiment 1, we were able
to selectlEitconCrete and 18 abstraott words which were nearly equal in
phenomenal frequency. The characteristics of these items, labeled
"small-difference items," are given in the upper portion of Table 1.
Note that the phenoMenal frequency means and ranges were virtually
identical for these abstract and concrete words. Moreover, the Thorn -

dike -Lorge frequencies and meaningfulness values of these small-dAference
abstract and concrete items were closely matched. The only variables on
which the items differed,were concreteness'and imagery. Within the
small-difference item set, the abstract words were paired consecutively
on the bafls of the phenomenal frequency ratings so as to make intrapair
phenomenal frequelicies as close as possible. Nine concrete pairs were
also created'in this fashion. The 9 abstract and 9 concrete pairs were ,

put together to form an 18- air verbal discrimination list which con-
stitUted,the small - different condition; so labeled because of the small
difference in phenomenal frequency between the abstract and concrete
pairg in the list. The words within each pair were typed side by side
on 5 x 8 inch cards which were then fastened into a ringed binder.

Following the formation of the small-difference list, we selected
a different set of 18 concrete and 18 abstract words which were labeled
"large-.difference items." As can be seen in the bottom part of Table 1,
the abstract words in the large-difference item set had considerably
higher phenomenal frequencies than did the concrete words in this set.

//
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TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE
ITEMS IN EXPERIMENT 2

SMALL-DIFFERENCE ITEMS

Abstract

Range

Concrete

Mean Mean Range

PBF ' -2.79 1.30-3.95 2.79 1.32-3.95

TLF 21.83 1-74 21.39 1-60

1 3.34 '2.77-3.83 6.24 5.63-6.77

C 2.50 1.52-3.72 6.70 5.75-6.96.

.m 5:56 4.92-6.60 5.71 4.75-6.44

Large-Difference Items

Abstract

Range

Concrete

Mean r Mean Range

PBF 3:37 2.72-4.37 1.81 1.34-2.35

TLF 20.44 1-80 20.27 1-86

I 3.25 2.47-4.00 6.25 5.97-6.60

C 2.69 1.79-3.73 , 6.71 5.96-7.00

m 5.67 5.25-6.12 5.88 5.32-6.44

PBF = Phenomenal Background' Frequency

TLF = Thorndike-Lorge Frequency
I = Itagery

C = Concreteness

m = meaningfulness ft
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The Thorndike-Lorge frequencies and meaningfulness values for the large-
difference goncrete and abstract, words were closely matched. Thus, the
large-difference items varied on concreteness and imagery and on phe-
nomenal background frequency. A-mixed list consisting of 9 abstract and
9 concrete pairs was formed from the large-difference items.in the same
manner as for the small-difference items. ThAs list constituted the
large difference (in phenomenal frequency) odnditia of the experiment.

Three presentation orders for each list were constructed such that:
(1) within each order the occurrence of abstract and concrete pail's was
random; (2) within each order the correct items were located on the
right for half the pairs and on the left for the other half; (3) for a
random half of the pairs, the spatial locatiOn of the correct item
changed at least once across the three orders. One item in each pair
was randomly chosen to be correct. Half the subjects in each condition
received a.second version of the list in which the other member of each
pair wag correct.

Procedure

Each subject was tested individually. The subject was seated -beside
the experimenter, who presented the pairs.in the list by turning cards
in the appropriate notebook. Each pair was shown for three seconds (timed
by a stopwatCh), and then the same pair was shown again immediately with
the correct member indicated by a plus sign drawn beneath it. Each subject
received one study trial during which he did not respond. The experimenter
pronounced both words in each pair on the anticipation phase of the study
trial. Ftur anticipation test trials followed the study trial. Because
ve trials were given, two of the three orders were repeated within a
sion. The intertrial interval was five seconds. Conventional verbal

d4crimination instructions for the anticipation procedure were given.

Subjects

College students in introductory psychology classes at Weber State
College participated in the experiment. A total. of 52 subjects were
randomly assigned to the large-difference and small.- difference conditions
(26 to each condition). The decision concerning sample size was based on
a pilot study'in which subjects from the present population learned a
mixed list of concrete (high imagery) and abstract (low imagery) pairs
selected without regard to phenomenal frequency. Following Walster and
Cleary's (1970) simultaneous procedure, the pilot results suggested that
if separate abstract-concrete comparisons were to be performed within
large- and small-difference lists, 26 subjects per list would be appro-
priate in order to have adequate statistical power to detect an "important"
difference (though not enough to detect a "trivial" difference), when each
test is performed using a = .01.
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RESULTS

The mean number of correct responses over four trials was calcu-
a ed for the nine abstract and nine concrete pairs for each condition.'

version was included as a `factor. in the analysis, but neither in the
- difference nor the large-difference condition did it emerge as a

significant main effect or as,a significant interaction with concreteness
(all 2:s > .05). Within the large-difference condition,'thp.mean number
correct (out of a possible 36) for the abstract pairs was 27.46 (S.D. = 4.28).
The corresponding mean for the concrete pgirs was 30.50 (S.D. = 4.27). As

expected, this difference was sigRificant using a = .01, F(1,24) = 23.71,.
E < .001,: On the other hand, performance on the two types of pairs within
the small-difference condition showed a different pattern: Abstract, X =
29.58 (S.D. = 4.07); concrete, X = 30.23 (S.D. = 4.43), with the test of
the difference at a = .01 being nonsignificant, F(1;24) = 1.03, E> .25.

In both conditions, performance improved significantly with trials (both
2:s < .01). Howev r; for neither condition did this interact with the
abstract-concrete ariable (both F's < 1).

f

DISCUSSION
4

The results are clearcut. When items differing in concreteness and
imagery are equated on phenomenal background frequency, the concreteness/
imagery effect in verbal discrimination learning disappears. However,
the usual effect of concreteness/imagery is found when abstract items are
allowed td have higher phenomenal frequency than concrete items. Accord-
ing to the results obtained in Experiment 1, this latter situation has
probably occurred naturally in verbal discrimination experiments where
the concreteness and imagery attributes of words have been manipulated
while objective frequency has,been cdntrolled.

This notion is supported by the finding that ratings obtained in
Experiment 1 on the words utilized in the pilot study--the ratings were
obtained after the pilot study was conducted--indicate that differences
in phenomenal frequency can be substantial under the mpual circumstances
in which abstract and concrete, words are compared (i., when they are
equated in terms of normative frequency and meaningfulness). Thus, the
average phenomenal erequency value for the concrete words in the pilot
study was 2.86, with a range of 1.60 to 4.27. The average value for the
'abstract words was 3.46, with a range of 2.40 to 4.37. The mean number
,of correct responses in four trials for the concrete pairs in the'pilot
study was 27.00; that for the abstract pairs was 24.60. With 20 subjects,
the difference was significant: F(1,19) = 16.78, E < .001.

When the pilot data are considered in conjunction with the large- and
small-diffprence conditions in Experiment 2, it becomes apparent that the
magnitude of the difference in mean performance on concrete and abstract'
pairs increases as the phenomenal frequency difference between them becomes
'larger. Thus, the standardized mean difference between abstract and con-,
crete pairs on total correct responses in the small-difference condition was

16



.20. In the pilot study the standardized mean difference (associated with
a moderate phenomenal frequency difference) between abstract and concrete
.pairg.was .711 Finally, in the large-difference condition, the standard-
ized mean difference was .93. -On the basis, of these findings, we conclude
that phenomenal background frequency differences between abstract and
concrete words underlie the concreteness/imagery effect in werbal discrim-
ination learning.

We have elaborated elsewhere (Ghatala & Levin, 1974; Ghatala et al.,
1975; Ghatala, Levin, & Wilder, 1975) the mechanism by which baCk-

/ ground frequency is believed to influence verbal discrimination learning.
Briefly, the logic is that situational frequency inputs combine with pre-
experimental (background) frequency in a manner akin to Weber's Law.
Thus, situational frequency inputs to.items loW in background frequency
'should be more'discriminahle than inputs to items high in background fre-
quency, and, in fact, they are (Ghatala & Levin, 1974; Ghatala, Levin, &
Wilder, 1975). According to theory (Ekstrand et al., 1966) and
empirical evidence (Ghatala, Levin, & Subkoviak, 1975; Underwood &
Freund, 1970), frequency discriminations are.the basis for performance in
the verbal discrimination task under normal circumstances. Therefore, the
greater the discriminability of situational frequency, the better the
learning.

In conclusion, the study provides strong support for the notion that
phenomenal background frequency is an important variable in verbal discrim-
ination learning. Moreover, the effects obtained when attributes such as
concreteness and imagery are manipulated can be accounted for in terms of
their covariance with phenomenal frequency, just as picture-word differences
in discrimination learning (e.g., Rowe & Paivio, 1971a) are traceable to
corresponding differences .n apparent frequency (gee Levin et al., 1974).
And since the effects ostensibly due to these stimulus characteristics can
reliably be made to vanish under controlled frequency manipulations, the
case for the discrimination learning theory of Ekstrand et al. (1966)

emerges stronger than it is currently portrayed evenlby its presumed pro-
ponents (cf., Eckert & Kanak, 1974; Wallace, 1972).
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